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Abstract 
 
E-Commerce developed fast and caused the growth of consuming issues. 
The government made the related laws and took measures to control 
problems happened such as the electronic signature, the wisdom property 
rights, the transaction/information security, the patent law, the payment 
receipt (voucher), individual right of privacy, and the gap between 
products and service. As a result of the imperfect law, it has brought 
many fuzzy sections, and caused many issues in the process of the 
network transaction. This research took limits of the present web stores in 
Taiwan through correlation and conclusion of literature review. This 
research is visited related law and electronic commerce experts by focus 
interview; concluded common legal issues of electronic commerce in the 
network shopping process from buyers' and sellers' viewpoints; referred 
to the expert's advice and added related law at issue. This research 
indicated network shopping websites can obey the related law to 
overcome common transaction issues. However, many details are still 
insufficiency and partial restrictions only rely on the civil law. Due to the 
difference of time and the environment, network shopping website caused 
incompletely suitable in the actual network shopping process and could 
create the dispute for buyers and sellers. Recently, network shopping 
websites only can strengthen the customer service, and assisted by related 
feedback mechanism to reduce the conflict. This research looks forward 
to providing reference for law correlation of web stores when the network 
store owners confront legal issues in the future. 
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